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Summary

Failures in the shutdown heat removal system of an LMFBR might lead to
flow stagnation and coolant boiling in the reactor core. At normal operating
power, the onset of sodium boiling will lead to film dryout and melting of the
cladding and fuel within a few seconds. On the other hand, both calculations
and currently available experimental data indicate that at heat fluxes corre-
sponding to decay heat power levels, boiling leads to improved heat removal;
and it limits the temperature rise in the fuel pins. Therefore, when setting
safety criteria for decay heat removal systems, there is no reason to preclude
sodium boiling per s° because of heat removal considerations.

As an example that illustrates the beneficial impact of coolant boiling,
a case involving temporary loss of feedwater and staggered pump failures in a
hypothetical, 1000-MWe loop-type reactor was run in the SASSYS-1 code [1-3].
For this transient, at time zero the steam generators dried out. The inter-
mediate loop sodium pumps tripped at ten seconds. A control rod scram occur-
red and the primary pumps tripped at thirty seconds. The intermediate pony
motors did not run, but the primary flow coasted down to pony motor flow of
about ten percent of normal flow. At 180 seconds, the primary loop pony
motors stopped. At 315 seconds, feedwater was restored to the steam gener-
ators.

By the time the primary loop pony motors stopped, most of the natural
circulation driving heads had been destroyed. Because of the lack of heat
removal in the steam generators, the temperatures in the cold leg of the in-
termediate loop had risen to the normal hot leg temperature and the flow had
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dropped to about two percent of normal flow. The combination of low flow and

high inlet temperature on the intermediate side of the IHX greatly reduced

heat removal from the primary system, so hot sodium made its way to the bottom

of the IHX and into the cold leg of the primary loop. Also, after the control

rod scram and before the primary pony motors quit, the reactor power dropped

faster than the primary flow, so the outlet plenum and the hot leg of the pri-

mary loop cooled off. The net result was that the primary flow stagnated and

actually went slightly negative for a while after the pony motors quit.

This case led to boiling in all of the driver assemblies for periods

of one to two minutes before natural circulation heads were re-established

well enough to cool the core without boiling. To illustrate the impact of

boiling, the same case was rerun with boiling suppressed. Figure 1 shows the

cladding temperatures calculated near the center of the core in an average

driver assembly, both for the case when boiling occurs and for the case when

boiling is suppressed. When boiling is suppressed, the peak cladding tem-

perature approaches melting; whereas when boiling is allowed, the cladding

temperature never goes much above the boiling point of sodium.

Although there is little experimental data available on boiling of sodium

at decay heat power levels, the data that are available indicate that the

boiling model in SASSYS-1 is either conservative or accurate at low power

levels, in that the boiling model predicts sustained dryout and overheating

either before or at the same time as the experimental data. One set of

experimental data that is available is from the SBT series [4] run at ORNL.

These tests involved the boiling of sodium inside a small externally heated

tube at heat fluxes corresponding to decay heat power levels in a reactor.

The sodium was free to circulate in a loop, but the only driving head for

sodium flow was the natural circulation gravity head. The SAS3D code [5],

using a boiling model similar to that in SASSYS-1, correctly predicted [6]

the power levels in these tests for the onset of intermittent boiling, the

onset of sustained boiling, and the onset of sustained dryout. While these

results are encouraging, they are not conclusive, both because the geometry

used was a single tube rather than a pin bundle, and because there was consid-

erable uncertainty as to whether the experimental power levels were measured

accurately. Another series of low-power boiling experiments [7] using 19-pin

bundles in the THORS facility at ORNL was recently completed. Tests 264A and



264B started from an isothermal, zero power, zero flow situation. The pin
power was raised rapidly to a specified power and then held constant while the
sodium heated up and boiled. A series of runs were made at different power
levels. Boiling occurred at a power of 8.5 - 8.9% of the nominal reactor
power level. Sustained dryout occurred at about 12.9% of nominal power [8].
SASSYS-1 calculations for these tests agree with the experimental value for
the power at the inception of boiling, but the calculations predict sustained
dryout at power levels lower than those observed in the tests. The SASSYS-1
calculations predict the onset of boiling at 8.7% of nominal power, but they
predict sustained dryout at about 11.5% of nominal power.

Even though boiling of the sodium will enhance the cool ability of fuel
pins at decay heat power levels, sodium boiling is not a cure-all for decay
heat removal problems. The heat still must be removed evantually from the
sodium somewhere. Otherwise, the whole primary coolant system will eventually
heat up to the sodium saturation temperature and pressurize until something
breaks. Then the sodium will boil off and leave the fuel uncooled. Also,
even though sodium boiling will prevent the melting of fuel and cladding at
decay heat power levels, the sodium saturation temperature is high enough that
the cladding would be weak, and heating the cladding to the sodium saturation
temperature for an extended period of time would lead to extensive cladding
failures in irradiated fuel pins. Therefore, reactors should be designed so
that events that lead to sodium boiling at decay heat power levels would be
low-probability events; not because they are a threat to the public health and
safety, but because they could lead to expensive cleanup operations and fuel
replacement.
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